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The Heritage Archives Network of Israel Project

1 Introduction
This document is the Request for Proposal (RFP) for an Archive Management System
(the “AMS” or the “System”) contract. This RFP contains the specifications of the
requirements (see Section 3) for the Archive Management System, its
implementation and continuity.
The National Library of Israel (NLI) is seeking a software solution (the "Solution")
from qualified vendors to provide a centralized, cloud-based AMS and a Web portal
for a national cultural heritage project; The Heritage Archives Network of Israel
Project (the "Project"). The objective of the Solution is the management and
presentation of culturally important archival records and their digitized source
material located throughout the State of Israel.
The National Library of Israel (NLI) was founded in 1892 as a world center for the
preservation of publications relating to Jewish thought and culture. Today, the NLI is
the National Library of the State of Israel by virtue of the Israeli National Library Law- [Hebrew year] 2007, pursuant to which NLI is charged, among other things, with
preserving the culture of the State of Israel and the Jewish people and thus one of its
tasks is to permit and promote access to its collections through the most advanced
technological means available.

1.1 The Heritage Archives Network of Israel Project
The NLI has launched the Heritage Archives Network Israel Project in partnership
with the Prime Minister's Office of the State of Israel. The NLI is tasked with the
management and implementation of the Project. The Heritage Division of the Office
of the Prime Minister is responsible for overseeing the project and heading the
Project steering committee. The Israel State Archives and the Israel Archives and
Information Association are key advisory bodies to the project.
The Project is a sub-project within the Rehabilitation and Empowering of National
Heritage Infrastructure Framework of Projects (the "Landmarks Project") initiated by
the Prime Minister's Office of the State of Israel.
The primary objectives of the Project are the digital Preservation of important
cultural heritage material located in historical archives across the country that is in
danger of being lost and providing online Access to this valuable material to the
general public.
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Many historical archives and their collections across Israel are in danger of being lost
as a result of degeneration of their material due to inadequate preservation, poor
building conditions and inadequate funding, requiring immediate attention. Often,
the material contained in these archives has never been catalogued or digitized and
is essentially "locked away" from the public and the research community. The
Project aims to provide these archives with a complete cloud-based archive
management solution to manage their holdings and catalogue their collections as
well as digitization services in order to create a digital preservation copy of the
archive and enable their discovery and use by the public.
In addition, in order to facilitate public access to this vast amount of cultural heritage
material, the Project will create a centralized cultural heritage portal for search and
discovery purposes.
The Project will make accessible through the Internet a vast amount of important
cultural heritage material that was previously unknown or inaccessible to
researchers, students, and the public alike.
The AMS will enable small, yet culturally important archives with limited budgets to
affordably manage their archive in an AMS from their physical location via an
Internet connection. Large, established archives with systems of their own may
continue to manage their collections independently while participating in the
Project. In order to include the catalogues of these archives in the Project, and to
provide a common description tool, international archival standards will be adopted
and implemented throughout the Project. These include the ISAAR(CPF), ISDIAH,
ISAD(G) and EAD standards. The AMS will be required to support importing the
archival records and links to digital records.
In addition to the Project AMS where the archive records will be stored and
managed, the Project will maintain at least one digital preservation copy of each
archive's catalog and digital repository in a national databank for long-term digital
preservation.
The data contained in the AMS will be made available to the general public through
an Internet portal. The AMS is expected to support the discovery and access of the
records and their related digital surrogates, including images and audiovisual
material via a publicly accessible website.
The project timeframe is four years and consists of three phases.
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Phase 1 – Will be executed during the first year of the Project. This phase
includes defining and implementing the software and hardware
infrastructure that will be necessary to achieve the Project goals. This phase
will also include a pilot program for a limited number of archives that will be
digitized and then catalogued directly into the AMS and a number of archives
whose records and digitized images will be imported into the AMS.
Phase 2 – Will comprise years 2-4 of the project. During this stage, the
Project will digitize, catalogue and add to the AMS additional pre-selected
archives. Additional archives will be encouraged to join the project on their
own, utilizing the System to catalogue their collections or to add their already
catalogued collections to the Project database, enabling their collections to
be accessible to the general public on the Project portal. The National Library
of Israel will maintain and operate the AMS and its data on a day-to-day basis
either directly or indirectly.
Phase 3 – Post-project maintenance. At this stage, the core Project will end.
The AMS will continue to be maintained and archives will be able to continue
to use the AMS and participate in the Project.
Note that Bidders are required to address all aspects of the Solution for the three
phases of the Project in their proposals and that proposals that do not do so will be
disqualified.

2 The Request for Proposal
This document is the Request for Proposal (RFP) for the Project Solution contract.
The scope and requirements of the Solution are detailed in Section 3 of this
document.
In preparing this Tender document, the following individuals provided professional
guidance;
Mr. Assaf Tractinsky, Israel State Archives
Mrs. Masha Zolotarevsky, Israel Archives and Information Association
Mrs. Ilana Heber, Archives Department, The National Library of Israel
Mrs. Rachel Misrati, Archives Department, The National Library of Israel
This RFP will in no way limit or otherwise bind the Project to the vendors who have
replied to this RFP and does not constitute any undertaking by NLI to be so bound.
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2.1 Terminology
"Accession"

The acquisition of an item, i.e. materials transferred to
an archival institution in a single accessioning action.

"AMS"

Archive Management System

"Applicant":

Any qualified party to provide the Solution, who
submits a response to this RFP.

"Archive"

1. Materials created or received by a person, family, or
organization, public or private, in the conduct of their
affairs and preserved because of the enduring value
contained in the information they contain or as
evidence of the functions and responsibilities of their
creator, especially those materials maintained using
the principles of provenance, original order, and
collective control; permanent records. – 2. The division
within an organization responsible for maintaining the
organization's records of enduring value. – 3. An
organization that collects the records of individuals,
families, or other organizations; a collecting archives.

"Bidder"

A person or entity responding to this RFP.

"Collection"

(1) An artificial accumulation of materials devoted to a
single theme, person, event, or type of document
acquired from a variety of sources.
(2) In a manuscript repository, a body of historical
materials relating to an individual, family, or
organization.

“Contract”

The contract to be entered into by the NLI and the
Bidder whose response to the RPF is selected by the
NLI as provided herein, substantially in the form of
Schedule [1].

"Contractor"

The person or entity to whom this contract is awarded

"Controlled Vocabulary"

A way to organize knowledge for subsequent retrieval.
A controlled vocabulary is a carefully selected list
of words and phrases, which are used to tag units of
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information so that they may be more easily retrieved
by a search. Also a Thesaurus or Authority table.
"Description"

The process of analyzing, organizing, and recording
details about the formal elements of a record or
collection of records, such as creator, title, dates,
extent, and contents, to facilitate the work's
identification, management, and understanding.

"EAC"

Encoded Archival Context is an XML-based standard
used to mark up (encode) information about the
creators of archival materials and the circumstances of
record creation and use. It can be used in conjunction
with Encoded Archival Description (EAD) for
enhancement of EAD's capabilities in encoding finding
aids, but can also be used in conjunction with other
standards or for standalone authority file encoding.
EAC elements reflect the ISAAR(CPF) standard and the
ISAD(G), two standards managed by the International
Council on Archives

"EAD"

Encoded Archival Description is an XML-based
standard used to mark up (encode) finding aids that
reflects the hierarchical nature of archival records and
collections and that provides a structure for describing
the whole of a record or collection, as well as its
components. Based on ISAD(G).

"EAG"

Encoded Archival Guide is an XML-based standard
used to mark up (encode) information about the
institutions holding archival material.

"IAN"

Israel Archives Network

"ICA"

International Council on Archives. An international
organization of state, public, and private archives and
individual archivists that promotes the preservation of
the archival heritage in all countries and provides
opportunities to share knowledge of archival and
records management practices.

"Integrator"

The person or organization who will execute the
implementation of the Contractor's AMS solution at
the NLI. The Integrator may be the Contractor or a
third-party.
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"ISAAR (CPF)"

A standard published by the ICA to establish controls
for the creation and use of access points in archival
descriptions and to identify the kinds of information
that should be used to describe a corporate body,
person, or family.

"ISAD(G)"

A standard published by the ICA that establishes
general rules for the description of archival materials,
regardless of format, to promote consistent and
sufficient descriptions, and to facilitate exchange and
integration of those descriptions.

"ISDF"

The International Standard for Describing Functions. It
is a content model and a companion standard to
(ISAAR(CPF)) and (ISAD(G)). ISDF provides guidelines for
creating descriptions of record-generating functions,
extending the ISAD(G)-ISAAR(CPF) model for describing
and contextualizing archival materials. ISDF defines 23
elements in four areas of a function record (Identity,
Context, Relationships, and Control).

"ISDIAH"

The ICA's International Standard for Describing
Institutions with Archival Holdings. The standard
describes how to add, edit, and delete archival
institutions.

"Landmarks Project"

The Rehabilitation and Empowering of National
Heritage Infrastructure Framework of Projects initiated
by the Prime Minister's Office of the State of Israel.

"LCSH"

Library

of

Congress

Subject

Headings.

A thesaurus of subject headings, maintained by the
United States Library of Congress, for use in
bibliographic records.
"LDAP"

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol. An application
protocol for accessing and maintaining distributed
directory information services over an IP network.

"MADS"

Metadata Authority Description Standard. MADS is a
MARC21-compatible XML format for the type of data
carried in the MARC 21 Authority format.

"MARC"

Machine-Readable Cataloging. A data communications
format that specifies a data structure for bibliographic
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description, authority, classification,
information, and holdings data.

community

"METS"

Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard. An
XML schema used to package digital objects, along with
descriptive, administrative, and structural metadata.

"MODS"

Metadata Object Description Schema. An XML-based
bibliographic description schema designed as a
compromise
between
the
complexity
of
the MARC format used by libraries and the extreme
simplicity of Dublin Core metadata.

"NLI"

The National Library of Israel

"OAI-PMH"

Protocol for metadata harvesting.

"OCR"

Optical Character Recognition

"Record"

(Authority Record) Data or information in a fixed form
that is created or received in the course of individual or
institutional activity and set aside (preserved) as
evidence of that activity for future reference.

"RFP"

A request for proposal (RFP) is issued during
a procurement process, where an invitation is
presented
for
suppliers,
often
through
a bidding process, to submit a proposal on a
specific commodity or service.

"Selection Procedure":

The entire procedure conducted by the NLI to collect
information about the available solutions as set out in
this RFP.

"Surrogate"

Copy or replacement of the original.

Archive Management System RFP
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2.2 Qualifications
This RFP has been designed for persons or any other legal entity (company or
partnership) that meet the following minimal qualification requirements:
1. The proposed product platform has at least five (5) prior installations in five
separate archive institutions, details of which must be provided in the
response to this RFP;
2. A minimum annual turnover of NIS 4 million (or foreign currency equivalent)
in each of the last three years (excluding VAT), as certified by the Bidder’s
accountant. For the avoidance of doubt, such minimum annual turnover
shall be of the Bidder itself and not of any other body involved in the
implementation of the Solution;
3. In the event that the Bidder is not the manufacturer of the Solution or any
component thereof, the relevant manufacturer must certify that the Bidder is
capable of and authorized to provide, install and maintain the Solution or
component, as applicable;
4. The implementation of the proposed solution will be done by a local (Israeli
based) company branch or third party Integrator based in Israel, identified by
the Bidder, whose commitment to the implementation shall be provided in
the response to this RFP;
5. In the event a third party Integrator will be implementing the solution, the
Integrator must provide evidence of prior experience implementing the
proposed system or other Enterprise Content Management Systems or
Archive Management Systems and of successfully completing an
implementation project comprised of at least one man-year of work in scope;
6. The Bidder will include in the AMS proposal ongoing support for a period of
not less than 8 years from implementation of the System by a local company
branch or Integrator located in Israel;
7. End-user access (public access to the information via the Internet) will be
unlimited and not license based; and
8. The Bidder's proposal meets the following functional requirements:
(The bidder must show a working solution that includes the following)
a. The proposed solution will be implemented in a hosted environment
of the NLI (as described in section 3.3.1 number 1);
b. The AMS is accessible to archive staff users via a web-based (thinclient) interface;
c. The solution fully supports right-to-left languages; and
d. The solution fully supports multilingual data entry.
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The responses of persons or entities that do not meet all of the qualifications as
above may be disqualified.

2.3 Language
This RFP was written and published in English to accommodate both Israeli and nonIsraeli solution providers so that they can read and respond to this RFP.

2.4 Legal Provisions
By agreeing to receive and/or by responding to this RFP, each Bidder accepts and
undertakes to comply with the following terms and conditions:
2.4.1 Confidentiality
All information received in this RFP will be kept confidential and only for the use of
the NLI and the purposes of this RFP.
2.4.2 Liability for Errors
While considerable effort has been made to ensure an accurate representation of
information in this RFP, the information contained in this RFP is supplied solely as a
guideline for Bidders. The information is not guaranteed or warranted to be accurate
by the Requesting Parties, nor is it necessarily comprehensive or exhaustive.
2.4.3 Modification of Terms
The NLI reserves the right to modify any of the terms of this RFP any time until the
last date for submission of Responses, whether upon its own initiative or in response
to queries received from potential bidders, at its sole discretion. This includes the
right to cancel this RFP at any time. Updates to the RFP will be published on the
Project website (the website will be published during Q2 2013) and the National
Library of Israel Website – www.nli.org.il under "news" and will be deemed to be an
integral part of the RFP. Bidders are required to follow such updates.
The NLI also reserves the right to delay the last dates for the submission of queries
or responses to the RFP, at its sole discretion.
2.4.4 Ownership of Proposal
All documents, including responses and proposals, submitted to the requesting
parties become the property of the NLI.
2.4.5 No Tender
It is hereby clarified that this RFP is not a tender and that none of this RFP, the
Project or the NLI is or shall be bound by the requirements of the Mandatory
Tenders Law, 5752  1992. Likewise, the jurisdiction for any disputes related to the
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RFP shall the competent civil court in the Jerusalem District and not the
administrative affairs courts.
2.4.6 Documentation
A Bidder responding to this RFP may be either a person or any other legal entity
(corporation or partnership) and must include the following documents with its
response:
2.4.6.1

A corporation must include its certificate of incorporation with the Registrar
of Companies, or, if it is incorporated in a jurisdiction outside of Israel, its
certificate of incorporation in such jurisdiction or other proof of its
incorporation and good standing;

2.4.6.2

A partnership must include its (a) certificate of incorporation with the
Registrar of Partnerships, or, if it is organized in a jurisdiction outside of
Israel, its certificate of incorporation in such jurisdiction or other proof of its
incorporation and good standing;

2.4.6.3

Certification of either its attorney or accountant regarding the capacity of
its signatories;

2.4.6.4 For Israeli entities: a valid recent certification that the Bidder conducts
proper books as required by law, is an authorized dealer as required
pursuant to the Value Added Tax Law, 5736-1975 and any other
certification required pursuant to the Public Bodies
(Transaction)(Enforcement of Booking) Law, 5736-1976.

All responses to the RFP must include the documents listed in this Section 2.4.6 with
respect to the Integrator as well, as applicable.
The responses of persons or entities that do not include all of the documentation as
above may be disqualified.

2.5 RFP Response Instructions
The requirements of the AMS are described in detail in Section 0. To answer this RFP
please complete the RFP Response Form document included in the RFP package. You
are requested to fill out the Response and Description columns for each
requirement.
The contract committee listed below is available for assistance if necessary.
Archive Management System RFP
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Response Column:
Answer "Fully Supported" if your solution FULLY meets the requirement "out of the
box" with no further development and/or customization necessary.
Answer "Partially Supported" if your solution PARTIALLY meets the requirement
and/or some further development and/or customization may be necessary to meet
the requirement. Please state how many man days of work are required in order to
fully complete this feature in the response form below.
Answer "Not Supported" if your solution DOES NOT currently meet the requirement
and/or it must be fully developed. Please state how many man days of work are
required in order to fully complete this feature in the response form below if you
intend or are otherwise considering adding this feature.
Answer "3rd Party Supported" if your solution DOES NOT currently meet the
requirement however a 3rd party has successfully developed and implemented a
solution for the requirement and it works successfully with your solution.
NOTE: The responses must reflect the current status and features of your product. If
your solution does not currently meet the requirement but will do so in the future,
please describe the future planned development in the response field.
Details Column: For each requirement, please provide a FULL and DETAILED
explanation on how your solution meets or exceeds the requirement. You may
include charts and illustrations where necessary.
NOTE: A requirement left blank will be evaluated as "NOT SUPPORTED".
Any additional features or comments that the Bidder may wish to describe should be
included as a separate attachment and submitted with the RFP response.
2.5.1 Response Submittal
Send the included fully completed RFP Response Form document in PDF (format
unchanged) by email to Contract.committee@nli.org.il by the last date for
submission (see Section 2.6.5).
Any changes to the RFP document or the RFP Response Form document with the
exception of the answer fields may invalidate the response and may subsequently
disqualify the Bidder. Any additional documentation or supplements should be
submitted as separate attachments along with the RFP response.
Archive Management System RFP
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In order to be eligible to participate in the tender and to receive a response to
questions or clarifications submitted by the final date for submission of questions as
stated in Section 2.6.1.1, Bidders are required to pay a NIS 500 (or foreign
equivalent) non-refundable participation fee.
Payment must be made via wire transfer deposit to:
The National Library of Israel
Bank Leumi
Branch 901
Account number 242700/16
SWIFT CODE: LUMIILIT (L U M I I L I T)
IBANK: IL720109010000024270016
Upon payment bidder must contact the Contract Committee to receive a receipt for
payment.
2.5.2 Contacts
For any questions regarding this RFP, you are welcome to contact:
Contract.committee@nli.org.il
Responses to questions will be published as per the date stated below in the
timetable (see Section 2.6.5).
2.5.3 Deliverables
The RFP requires the following deliverables and outputs from bidding contractors in
addition to the Deliverables as provided in Section 2.4.6 above:
1. A fully detailed response (RFP Response Form document) to the
Requirements explaining how they will satisfy the Requirements – i.e. a
Technical Proposal. This includes all options, variants, and/or modifications
that the Bidder chooses to put forward and the methodology that they would
propose to utilize with each particular process that might be necessary or
required;
2. A Price proposal which will form the basis of negotiation between the NLI and
the Contractor for the proposed AMS specified in the Requirements and
those proposed by the Contractor – i.e. the options and modifications likely
to be necessary or required for the system specified;
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3. A full implementation proposal which must include:
a. All options, variants or additional development being proposed
b. A statement of implementation milestones.
c. A statement (which may be in any format, including Gantt chart(s)) of
how the contractor proposes to meet the NLI's timescale for
completion of the AMS solution. You are asked to note that time is of
the essence in this contract.
d. A timescale for the successful completion of the sample
implementation consisting of three archives. Additional points will be
awarded in the response assessment for faster timescales.
4. Required Attachments:
a. Evidence of over 4 million NIS in annual turnover for each of the
previous three years.
b. Letter stating that the bidder has a physical presence in Israel or
alternatively, who the Israel based third-party Integrator will be.
c. If the bidder will be implementing the proposed solution via a thirdparty Integrator, a letter of consent from the Israel based Integrator.
d. Evidence in the form of contact information of five customers where
the proposed Solution has been previously installed.
e. Receipt for payment of 500 NIS to the NLI for participation in the
tender.

2.6 RFP Process
2.6.1 The Contract Committee will check RFP responses against the mandatory
criteria. A short list of vendors will be compiled based on a score determined
by the RFP response. Proposals not meeting all minimum qualification criteria
as stated in Section 2.2 will be rejected without further consideration.
Proposals that meet all the minimum qualification criteria will then be
assessed and scored against the desirable criteria. Notification of acceptance
or rejection will be sent to each vendor separately.
2.6.2 Score Formula

The final score will be determined according to the following weighted formula.
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Scoring Criteria
Level 1 Weight Level 2
Quality 60%
Solution

Previous
experience

Price

40%

Licenses
Annual
Maintenance
Customization and
project price

Weight
40%

20%

Level 3
Standards Support
Archive Management
Module capabilities
(including integration,
scalability capabilities)
Web Portal for Access
Ability to support future
Requirements, UGC
Past experience with
Archive organizations
Client Satisfaction Survey
Management and Team

Weight
10%
15%

10%
5%
8%
8%
4%

20%
15%
5%

Any RFP response to receive a score of less than 45 points in the Quality
criteria will be disqualified.
2.6.3 The Bidder shall be selected after the determination of the final score and
subject to the approval of the Contract Committee.
2.6.4 The NLI may, by way of the NLI’s Contract Committee or any person it so
appoints, negotiate with the Bidders or any of them, prior to selecting the
vendor. Such negotiation may be with respect to any or all elements of the
proposal submitted, including the price and the Solution proposed. A Bidder
shall be bound by any update it provides following such negotiations, which,
if its proposal is accepted, shall provide the basis for the Contract to be
executed by it.
2.6.5 This RFP does not obligate and shall not be deemed to create an obligation
on the part of the NLI to enter into a contract with any Bidder. It is hereby
clarified that any contractual engagement between the NLI and the winning
Bidder shall be in accordance with and subject to the execution by the Bidder
of a Contract, subject to the selection and approval of the response of such
Bidder by NLI’s evaluation committee.
Archive Management System RFP
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2.6.6 The NLI is not and shall not be obligated to accept the response containing
the lowest Price or any response to the RFP received by it, not to provide its
reasons for any decision made by it with respect to this RFP.
2.6.7 The NLI reserves the right to accept any Response received, in whole or in
part, as well as to select more than one Bidder to provide the Solution.
2.6.8 The NLI reserves the right to cancel this RFP, in whole or in part, at any time
prior to the last date for submission of a response, without a providing any
reasons therefore.
2.6.9 Any Bidder whose response is selected shall be informed of such selection by
electronic mail following the approval thereof by the NLI’s Contract
Committee.

Note that, whilst it is the NLI's intention is to appoint a single contractor to
undertake the System, the NLI reserves the right to appoint a second
contractor/bidder on a “fall back” basis. The fall back contractor will not be
approached unless the appointed contractor does not carry out the implementation
of the System to the required quality level/timescale or carry out any other material
undertaking in due course.
2.6.10 Success Criteria
The implementation of the AMS will be considered complete when the following
criteria have been met:
1. The full AMS solution has been successfully installed, including all
modifications proposed by the contractor;
2. The authority table (thesaurus) of the NLI for Names, Places and Topics
(part of the LCSH) has been successfully imported into the AMS shared
thesaurus.
3. The three sample archive implementations have been completed, and the
archives are able to successfully import and manage their collections in the
AMS;
4. The AMS has successfully integrated with ExLibris Rosetta; (See Section
3.3.1 number 13 and the "RosettaDescription.pdf" document in the RFP
package)
5. QA and acceptance testing has completed successfully.
6. The project portal is complete. Archive data in the AMS is browsable and
searchable in the portal.
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7. Training has been completed to the NLI staff on the full solution level as well

as train-the-trainer level and the staff of the three sample archives on the
archive administration level.

2.6.11 Timetable
The following timetable outlines the anticipated schedule for the RFP and Contract
process. The timing and the sequence of events resulting from this RFP may vary and
shall be determined by the requesting parties and the Project.
The contractor is expected to deliver a working solution within 5 months from the
Project start, including the three sample archive implementations.
EVENT
RFP Published
Last date for submission of questions
Response to questions and clarifications
Last date for submission of RFP response
BAFO (Best and Final Offer)
Vendor Selection
Project Start
Implementation Phase (Phase I) Complete

Archive Management System RFP

ANTICIPATED DATE (dd/mm/yyyy)
24/03/2013
18/4/2013
25/4/2013
02/5/2013
19/052013
26/05/2013
02/06/2013
31/12/2013
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3 Requirements
3.1 Solution Scope
The provided AMS will:
1. Act as data preservation repository for the records and data of heritage
archives throughout Israel.
2. Provide each archive participating in the project with an AMS to
individually describe and otherwise manage their individual collections
and archival activity in accordance with the principles of archive
management as suggested by the International Council on Archives (ICA).
3. Support the import of records and links to digital copies into the AMS of
archival institutions that already have an AMS or have otherwise
cataloged their holdings.
4. Provide the ability for a project management body to manage the overall
solution, adding new archives and managing existing ones, perform
customizations where necessary and maintain the system.
5. Provide a customizable website portal for access and discovery to all of
the data held in the AMS for the general public.
6. Integrate seamlessly with the ExLibris Rosetta and Primo systems.
7. Provide a customizable, brandable website for each individual archive in
the Project Web Portal.
8. Be fully scalable, allowing for the addition of archives and hundreds of
millions of records without compromising performance and cost.
9. Provide crowdsourcing capability, allowing registered end-users to add or
edit records, tags, and meta-data based on pre-defined user permissions.
These user permissions will be set for all participating archives on the
project level.

3.2 Implementation Scope :
1. Sign contract agreement between the Contractor and the NLI.
2. The Contractor executes a scope for modifications to the AMS.
3. Purchase and set-up of hardware and system architecture according to
the contractor specifications.
4. AMS installation
5. Integration with the ExLibris Rosetta digital preservation system.
6. Import and incorporation of the NLI thesaurus (LCSH) for People, Places
and Topics.

Archive Management System RFP
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7. Create infrastructure and process for adding external archive catalogs to
the AMS via import.
8. Training to the NLI staff
9. Creation of the project web portal for access to all of the archives and
data in the AMS.
10. The addition of three archive institutions
a. Catalog data conversion to EAD
b. Import of catalog data
c. Create branded website for each archive
d. Archive staff training
11. Acceptance testing
12. Completion of Implementation Phase (Phase I) of the project.
3.2.1 Architectural Model Schematic
The following is a high-level schematic showing an architectural model of The
Project. The contractor is expected to provide a solution for the elements of
the schematic that are in orange.
NOTE: The schematic is subject to change. The contractor may feel free to
suggest improvements and alternative solutions.
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Implementation Scope :

3.2.2 Modules Schematic
The following schematic shows the three main modules and their submodules that are to be included in the AMS by the Contractor.

System Management
User Management

Administration

UGC Authorization

Customization

System

Controlled vocabularies / Thesaurus

Workflow

Archive Management
Administration

User Management

Collection Management / Accessions

Workflow

Resource Description
Catalog Import Utility

Search & Retrieval

Physical Storage Management

Orders & Loans
Catalog Mapping Utility

Authority File / Vocabularies/ Thesaurus

Web Portal
Navigation / Browse

Mobile Access

Web 3

Search

External Websites

Web 2
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3.3 Technical Requirements
3.3.1 General Requirements
The requirements listed in this section outline the basic requirements that the solution is expected to meet.
#
1.

Requirement
Support a Cloud/Hosted based solution

2.

Highly scalable solution

3.

Support a large amount of data

4.

Include a front-end website for search
and navigation

5.

Customization

6.

Unlimited fields

Description
The AMS will be cloud based, supporting central management and remote access. Access to the
backend will be via browser based thin-client interfaces.
Support the easy addition of new individual archives to the project without compromising
performance and cost.
Potentially hundreds of millions of records. The AMS will be scalable to allow the addition of
many records via traditional system scaling methods.
The solution includes a front-end website for use by the public as well as registered users for
search and browsing of all data held in the AMS.
The interface will also be used by authorized archive staff to search and navigate their archival
holdings. Access to staff will be via a log-in.
The AMS will allow the complete customizations as stated below of fields, screens, and
workflows by the System administration or Archive level administration independently without
the need for the Contractor to provide the customization work.
The AMS will support the ability to add unlimited fields on all screens in the System.
The fields must be able to be defined as any field type (textual, numeric, drop-down, date, etc…)
and must be able to be cross-referenced, searched, exported, and available for population with
imported data.
The fields may be named in the UI according to the preference of the adding archive.

Technical Requirements

7.

Templating / Default Fields

8.

Determine Required/Optional Fields

9.

All fields are searchable

10.

Search in all Languages

11.

Import Legacy Data
Import Utility

12.

Mapping Tool Utility

The fields will be added to the database with a standard name and will be available to all users
and other archives using the AMS once added to the system.
The AMS will have the ability to define and add default fields and values based on the user
privilege on any screen in the system
The AMS will support the ability to define fields as required or optional. The AMS will allow the
user to populate other fields on the screen but will mark required fields with a symbol.
The record will not be saved until the required fields are populated.
A clear indicator or error message will be displayed pointing to the missing or incomplete
information.
All fields are FULLY searchable
Including all custom added fields
Including vocabulary lists and thesaurus
The AMS will support the ability to set fields as searchable or not searchable
All fields must be searchable in ALL languages that are included in the system
Enhanced search engine features (logical, Boolean, linguistic) must be applicable to all
languages.
The AMS includes an import utility that allows importing legacy data from external, often older,
sources in a variety of formats including XML, CSV, Excel, EAD into the system catalog in
accordance with the ISAD(G) standard.
The Utility will include a human-readable error log or indication mechanism for errors that occur
during the import process.
The AMS includes a mapping tool that allows external descriptions and legacy data to be
imported in a variety of formats including XML, CSV, Excel, EAD, and manually mapped to the
parallel fields in the AMS. The Utility will output an XML file containing all of the source data
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13.

Integration with ExLibris Rosetta Digital
Management system.

according to the fields (ISAD(G)) in the system. The system will then import the records (e.g.
Fonds, files or items) via the import utility tool.
The Utility will include a human-readable error log or indication mechanism for errors that occur
during the import process.
The AMS must support integration with ExLibris Rosetta, a 3rd party digital management and
preservation system that will contain all of the digital images, media files, and metadata of the
associated records in the AMS. Each record will link to all of its related content. The AMS system
will export the records in METS format to Rosetta.
Integration with the ExLibris Rosetta system requires support for the following:
1. Support for harvesting of OAI-PMH metadata
2. Support for invoking of various web services and APIs for:
a. Depositing materials
b. Management of submissions
c. Viewing objects
d. Managing users
e. And more
3. Integrating with Rosetta using a Java-based SDK to construct METS objects based on "Ex
Libris Rosetta METS Profile" - published at the LOC
(http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/mets-registered-profiles.html)
4. Interacting with Oracle Database Views
5. Calling SRU (http://www.loc.gov/standards/sru/) and parsing its results

14.

Web-Publishing of Finding Aids

See also the attached "RosettaDescription" PDF document in the RFP package.
The AMS will support publishing to the Web (the Solution Web Portal) the finding aids (EAD) of
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each individual archive.
Will be done on the individual archive level by each archive or on the system level for all
archives at once.
15.

Support User Generated Content (UGC)

Support user generated content via crowdsourcing to add and enrich the data in the database.
All UGC will be permissions based. Users will use single-sign-on credentials to access any archive
they have been granted permissions to contribute to.
See 116 and 117.
The AMS will support UGC management including user management and access rights (including
existing LDAP), approval and rejection and publishing of their content, and updating the AMS
database.

16.

Support Web 2.0 Tools Integration

Support integration of social media platforms, collaboration tools and workspaces.

17.

Support Web 3.0 Tools Integration

Support integration of semantic web tools, linguistic tools

18.

Disaster Recovery

The AMS will support disaster recovery mechanisms including backup and restore functionality
of the system and its data via a built-in or third party application.
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3.3.2 Standards Requirements

#
19.

Requirement
Compliance with International Archival
Management Standards

Description
The AMS must conform to internationally accepted standards of archival management and
description, including, but not limited to the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

20.

Other Standards

ICA-ISAAR(CPF)
ICA-ISDIAH
ICA-ISAD(G)
ICA-ISDF
EAD
EAG
EAC
OAI-PMH

The AMS must be able to work with data in the following additional formats:
1. METS –Export of metadata of related digital images in METS format for ExLibris Rosetta.
Using a Java-based SDK to construct METS objects based on "Ex Libris Rosetta METS Profile" published at the LOC (http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/mets-registered-profiles.html)
2. Dublin Core
3. ALTO – Ability to access ALTO files that hold OCR text.
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3.3.3 Module 1 - Archive Management – Collections / User Administration / Operations
3.3.3.1 Archive Administration

#
21.

Requirement
Individual Archive
Management

22.

Data Entry Approval Process

Description
An individual participating archive can manage its own environment independently of other participating
archives.
1. Customized field names, types, quantity and placement.
2. Personalized vocabulary and thesaurus, as well as being able to use public thesauri and
vocabularies.
3. Individual user management and permissions.
proofing /approval /publish/reject of new/edited records
User permissions based. For those users who require approval, their activity must be approved by the
administrator user before committed to the system
(For use with User generated content)

23.

Record usage statistics

1. Record and log usage data of archive material access history. Link to users.
2. Track how many times the item was accessed, by whom, date
3. Track most commonly requested or accessed collections

24.

Track Collection Processing

Track unprocessed collections and progression of collections being processed

25.

Archive Hierarchy / List

1. Support the creation of a list of collections in an archive.
Based on ISDIAH Standard.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

26.

Log Visitors

27.

Audit trail/Log of data
changes

Link the list to the hierarchy in the Archive
Support additional fields that can be added by the archive.
Sort alphabetically
Sort chronologically
The list and archival descriptions will be in the selected language of the archive institution.
Support language translations of the list as a mirror to the list.
Example: English/Hebrew variant of the same list
8. Show the number of records in each level of the list
1. Log visitor information
2. Keep a separate table of users that can be cross referenced with material that they access. This
data will be kept on the user level and is not stored in the item record.
Fields:
Name
ID
Institution
Contact details
(tel, email, social media)
Log of history – record and item level
Courtesy Copy follow up (yes/no)
Blacklisted
Prior copyright use permissions
Track and log changes to records.
Fields:
1. Date/time of data change/addition
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2. User who made change
28.

Reports

No limitations on number of fields allowed in reports, or number of records produced by a report.
Support numerous report types:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Usage reports of material
Visitor reports – access to material based on user.
Archive user reports of activity / changes
List of archive holdings based on selected criteria such as date/ time range of acquisition,
contributor, subject, source archive (for copies) or any combination of fields, including custom
fields.
5. Administrative Reports
Such as: Report of internal information such as who donated, when, why, cost of purchase.
Show correspondence relating to archive.
Evaluations of an archive
6. Print report
7. Export reports to Excel, PDF, Word
29.

Customized reports

1. Support the ability to define and run custom reports based on all fields, including custom fields, in the
System.
2. The reports must be creatable by archive or system staff without requiring the assistance, other than
initial training by the Supplier to create and execute them.
3. No limitations on number of fields allowed in reports, or number of records produced by a report.
4. Print reports
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5. Export reports to Excel, PDF,Word

3.3.3.1.1 Physical Storage Management

#

Requirement

Description

30.

Physical Storage
Management

Storage consists of: archive storage location, cabinet, shelves, drawers, material contained in folders or
envelopes in different sizes
Ability to choose physical location of object based on storage structure
Fields:
1. Storage facility ID/Name
2. Capacity
3. Capacity Utilized
4. Available space

31.

Location Management

Field Types:
1. Text/numeric/dropdown
2. (numeric) Shelf meterage
3. (numeric) Shelf meterage
Calculated field

Exact location of where each container is. Room/cabinet/row/ and shelf
1. Each record contains physical location information
2. Each level in the hierarchy contains physical storage information.
3. Need to know where there is open physical location - storage management. - report
Ability to move , edit locations
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32.

Barcode Support

1. Support barcoding records
2. Support records with prior barcode information

33.

Inventory

1. Every item gets an automatic running ID number.
2. Inventory must be registered by date so that it may be possible to know what came in on any given
date range. (day/month/year)
3. Include ability to sort inventory by different parameters

34.

Reports

1.
2.
3.
4.

Support reports of storage management.
Determine what is stored in a particular location (location, cabinet, box, folder)
Support reports based on content that return the various locations of all material within the query.
Support the ability to run reports:
a. On a specific location
b. Type of material
c. Date or date range
d. contributor
5. Track size of a storage location
6. Track how many meters of shelf space have been utilized (per month/year or any given period)
7. No limitations on report length, number of fields

3.3.3.1.2 Orders and Loans

#

Requirement

Description

35.

Order item/s

Support the ability to order one or more items from the catalog. Via a system interface.
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"Shopping Cart" style capability.
The user will log-in to the system in order to perform an order.
New users can register on-line and create a "User Card/Profile".
The order/loan will occur on any level of the hierarchy.
Fields:
1. Order ID
2. UserID (end-user)
3. Order Purpose
4. Order Date/Time
5. Return date/Time
6. Returned by (user)
7. Archival Record Number
8. Loan Type
9. Status

36.

Reproduction Orders

Field Types:
1. ID
2. ID
3. Dropdown
4. Date
5. Date
6. User-ID
7. ID
8. Dropdown / Checkbox – (Internal/ External)
9. Dropdown (reserved, on loan, overdue, on exhibit,
On-Shelf, Lost, not for loan, restricted access)

Support ordering of scans and reproductions of a specific page, document, folder, etc….
Fields will include scan requirements, including the fields: scan resolution, size, number of copies, purpose,
comment field.

37.

History

View history of loans of a collection/item (on any level of the hierarchy), including usage permissions that
were given to publish or cite.
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Based on collection or Item System Name or ID
38.

Alerts for upcoming events

The AMS will give alerts such as an item due for return

39.

Prevent multiple orders

1. Prevent an order for an item that is presently on loan or unavailable
2. Alert staff that the item has been ordered more than once

3.3.3.1.3 User Management

#
40.

Requirement
Administration Interface

Description
Interface for managing users and their privileges
Support multiple types of users within each archive, including staff and visitors. The administrator user may
use pre-defined users, or customize a specific user type.

41.

User Groups

1. The AMS will support pre-defined user groups
2. Support the ability for each Archive to create additional user groups, define permissions.
Archive administrator can add/edit/promote/demote/delete a user

42.

User Tracking

For all of Module 1 (3.2.2) all user activity is logged.
1. Record user name
2. Record date and time of creation/modification
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3. Record modification
43.

Log Management

User logs can be accessed, deleted and managed by the administrative user

3.3.3.2 Archive Management Tool / Interface

#
44.

Requirement
Web Client

Description
The Archive Management Interface is a soft client (web based interface) that provides access to the
centralized, hosted System.

45.

Text Fields of unlimited
length
Multilingual Data Input

All text fields will support 64,000 characters in length minimum.

46.

1. The AMS will support right-to-left (RTL) and left-to-right (LTR) languages.
2. The AMS will support multi-lingual user interfaces, displaying the appropriate text direction and
alignment.
3. Users will be able to easily switch the user interface language.
Required interface languages:
English
Hebrew
Required data input languages:
All languages (excluding Asian languages)
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47.

Support input of multiple
languages in a single field

48.

Interface Language

Add data in more than one language in the same field. Including RTL and LTR. The relative direction and
order of each language MUST be maintained.
The interface language will be available in English and Hebrew, with full RTL and LTR support.
The user will be able to select the desired interface language without the need for special configuration.

49.

User Profiles

Each archive staff user can define his/her own preferences, select tabs and toolbars to display.
Each user can change his/her preference profile as desired.

50.

Hierarchy View

A full hierarchy view of all levels down to the item level is available to the user.

51.

Hierarchy navigation

The user can navigate the archive via the hierarchy tree, performing changes and additions as necessary
on any level.
The navigation tree is updated automatically.

52.

Batch modify / update
records

53.

Batch delete records

Modify or update multiple records by a single batch execution process.
The process must be unlimited in terms of quantity of records.
The process must be able to update all fields including custom defined fields AND calculated fields
A readable error log will be produced when the batch process is complete.
Delete multiple records in a single batch process. The process must be unlimited in terms of quantity of
records.
Deletion of records must be a function that is based on a user profile with appropriate permissions.
When deleting any item, a warning confirmation will be displayed.
When deleting a parent, the AMS will confirm whether or not to delete the children as well.
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54.

Restricted Records Access

There must be an option to NOT delete the children. The children may be re-assigned or now take the
place of the deleted parent.
The AMS will support mechanisms for restricting selected records and digital images from public access
according to accepted standards.
This will be possible on the archive, collection, or any level within the hierarchy including an individual
record.

55.

Spell check

Include spell check in all included languages

56.

Support multiple date
formats

Support multiple date formats including Gregorian, Hebrew, Muslim, open formatted dates such as: BEF, AFT,

57.

Support date ranges

Define time period (date to date, such as period of WW2)
Search on a date range returns any item that has a relevant date within the period searched.

58.
59.

Data Validation
Import records

Validate date entries on date fields
The import records capability must support for both single and multiple records:
1. importing new data
2. updating existing data
3. overwriting existing data

60.

Import record file formats

The import record/s functionality supports the following file formats:
1. XML
2. Excel/ CSV

ABT, CIRC, BET.
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3. EAD
61.

Basic Search

62.

Advanced Search

Keyword, Boolean, phrase, search on all included languages.
English and Hebrew search capability
Please state the search engine incorporated in the solution and list all search functionality
Ability to perform searches on custom parameters
Search capabilities:
-

Keyword search
On any field or combination of fields
Wildcards
Date ranges
Boolean operators
Fuzzy search
Search within results
Morphology

3.3.3.3 Collection Management - Accessions

#
63.

Requirement
Accessions

Description
Acquiring collections or parts of
collections and documenting the
transfer of material.
Basic information about the
collection,

Fields
1. date of acquisition
2. accession number
3. accession method
4. Extent (quantity) of accession (estimate)
5. Scope and content (main subjects,
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diplomatic form)
6. Name of collection or record group
7. Restrictions and terms of use
8. Ownership
9. Monetary value
10. Dates covered in the accession
11. Details of de-accession
12. Type of acquisition (transfer, purchase,
gift)
13. Type of media (prints, negatives, slides,
documents)
14. Creator or originator of collection
15. Appraisal information
16. Notes
17. Source of Acquisition
18. Courtesy Copy

5. Text
6. Text
7. Dropdown + text
8. text
9. text
10. date range
11. text
12. dropdown
13. dropdown – multiple
select
14. text
15. text
16. Text
17. link to record
18. yes/no
1. text
2. text
3. phone, address,
email, fax, social
media
4. drop down

64.

Source of Acquisition

Record the source of the
acquisition

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Name (body)
Contact Name (person)
Contact Details
Type (donor, depositor)
Link to website of source
Link to catalog of source

65.

Record or generate deed of:

Documents the legal transfer of

1. Type
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gift / donation / deposit

66.

Link accession and
description records.
On any level of description

title of the collection to the
recipient. Usually a letter or
document.

2. Terms
3. Owner
4. Copyright
5. Document attachments
1. Link accession record to multiple description records.
2. Link description record to multiple accession records

2. Text
3. Text
4. Text

Bi-directional, multiple to multiple relationship.
Allow cross-reference lookups of the target record

3.3.3.4 Resource Description

#
67.

Requirement
Description
ISAD(G) Standard Compliance Archival Description is in accordance with the ISAD(G) archival standard.
See appendix 2 "ISAD(G)" for the list of fields and specification.
The standard includes 26 fields.
The AMS will support the ability to add additional, unlimited fields as required, on the System, and archive
levels.

68.

Conservation/Restoration

Record the information on any level of archival hierarchy
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Treatment
69.

Physical Location

As in ISAD(G) standard, but with additional ability for cross reference with the active "Physical Storage
Management" module (Section 3.2.2.7.1).
Cross reference the record to the physical storage location including folder, container, shelf, cabinet
location, etc…

70.

De-accessioning

(Manage removing, or trading of collections or parts of collections from the archive)
Fields:
1. Date of de-accession
2. De-accession details (text)

71.

Unlimited Hierarchical
Cataloging

72.

Customize / Reorganize
hierarchies on the fly

Supports ability to add unique
description data on each level.

(example hierarchy)
Institution
Archive
The AMS will support unlimited
Fonds/Collection/Record Group
Sub-Fonds
depth
Series
Sub-Series
Folder
Document/item
1. Support changing a hierarchy level. Any children can be optionally automatically changed along with
the parent, and the hierarchy is automatically reorganized.
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This item is Permissions based
2. Add/delete and edit nodes on any hierarchy level on the fly – while performing cataloging from within
the description screen, and name them as desired, without having to exit the record screen or make
the changes from an administrative interface.
This can be done by an individual archive and the changes are relevant to that specific archive
73.

Individual Hierarchies

Support different hierarchy depths across different archives and different fonds within the archive

74.

Automatic inheritance of
data from parent level on
record creation

Inherits the hierarchy, keywords, accession data.
Does not inherit creation data or data specific to the creation of the parent
The values themselves do not need to be actually inherited, however a search on the parent level must be
able to return child values as having those values or attributes.
The reference code at each level will include all upper levels reference codes concatenated in the format
predefined by each archives

75.

Link digital images to record

1. Link to digital media files stored in ExLibris Rosetta
2. link multiple media files for each record
3. Link multiple files to multiple records as batch process

76.

Digital Media Players/
Viewers
Print

Support standard client media player and viewers to view the digital content.

77.

1. Print full record
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Print digital image/s with or without archival data
Print only selected fields/ Data
Based on user permissions
Must be possible on all fields, including custom added fields

3.3.3.5 Workflow

#
78.

Requirement
Archiving Workflow

Description
The AMS will support the creation of workflows in appraising, acquiring, processing, managing, and
preserving archival collections. Allow use of checklists and other workflow tools to guide the process.
Each archive may choose to work with pre-defined workflows, or may choose to customize a workflow, or
even develop a custom workflow to meet the needs of the archive. Customized workflows will remain on
the individual archive level
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Workflow stages
Customized fields
Task assignment to system users (system users or Active Directory users)
Show status and assignment on record level
Set parameters that determine when/how the item goes to the next stage.
Automatic stage advancement when stage criteria are met
Support deadlines
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Support required criteria for each stage and task
79.

Support Multiple workflows

The AMS will support multiple workflows, allowing an archive to define and use different workflows for
different tasks.

80.

Workflow History

Retain a log of the history of changes made to each item.
1. By whom (user)
2. Timestamp
3. Change made (field, value before, value after)

81.

Prioritizing

Support setting priorities for processing order
1. On accession level
2. On task level

3.3.3.6 Controlled Vocabularies / Thesaurus

#
82.

Requirement
Controlled vocabulary /
Thesaurus /
Authority File

Description
1. Support predefined lists of words and phrases.
2. Display the lists in hierarchy and alphabetical order.
3. The lists may be accessed by ALL participating archives.
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Must be able to cross-reference other entries.
Must be able to add synonyms
Inheritance to sub-levels
Add an entry during description entry without having to exit the description screen.

83.

Auto- Vocabulary Population

Pre-determined Keyword fields and other pre-determined fields are automatically added to the vocabulary
list

84.

Authority Record

A separate record used to describe entities (corporate bodies, persons and families) associated with the
creation and maintenance of archival materials.
In accordance with ISAAR (CPF) . Appendix 1.- list of all fields.
Must be able to link a resource description to one or more authority records.
The Authority Record is added to a lookup table from which it can be selected and linked to a descriptive
record.
All fields will be included in the AMS. Additional fields may be created as necessary.

85.

Link authority and
description records.
On any level of description

On any level of description:
1. Link authority record to multiple description records.
2. Link authority record to multiple accession records
Bi-directional, multiple to multiple relationships.
Allow cross-reference lookups of the target record

86.

Searchable

The vocabularies/ Thesaurus must be searchable by the search engine, including all of its synonym entries,
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in all languages.
87.

Multi-lingual Support

The vocabularies/ thesauri will be multi-lingual, supporting synonyms and entries in different languages.
For example: English synonyms can be added to a Hebrew entry.

88.

Integration with External
lexicons, vocabularies and
thesauri

89.

Shared Thesaurus

Ability to import or connect via the web to external sources of information
Such as:
NLI Authority Tables (LCSH)
 מפתח חיפה/ Haifa Index
UKAT (United Kingdom Archival Thesaurus)
UNESCO Thesaurus
Thesaurus and controlled vocabularies above are shared amongst ALL archive instances
All users may add entries or synonyms on-the-fly, without having to exit the description screen. (based on
permissions)
No user can delete or edit an item on the fly.
Edit (other than synonym additions) or delete requests will be pooled and managed by the System
management.

3.3.4 Module 2 – Project/Solution Level System Administration

#
90.

Requirement
Archive instance
Management

Description
The AMS will include a Module for the management of multiple archives in a hosted environment
by the technical management team of the project.
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The interface and fields for this module may be in English only. Additional languages are not required
The AMS will have a an interface to add, edit, or delete archives. Please note if the interface is a client or
Web application

91.

Administration Interface

92.

User administration

Manage system Users:
(add, edit, remove, disable)
1. super-administrators of the AMS,
2. archive administrators – when adding a new archive

93.

Define system-wide
workflows

The System level will be able to define workflows and apply them to any archive instance in the system at
will.

94.

Workflow Customization
Ability

The AMS will allow workflow customization and creation without requiring additional development or
vendor support.
This is required on a per-archive basis. However different workflows can be defined for different archives
in the AMS, and a workflow can be defined and then used for a number of different archives in the AMS.

95.

Archive/ Collection List

Support a dynamic list of all archives in the AMS.
The index will display the full hierarchy of all the archives in the index when expanded.

96.

Thesaurus / Authority
Control

Management and maintenance of the thesauri, controlled vocabularies and authority records that are
detailed in Section 3.3.3.6

97.

Log changes

The AMS maintains a log of all data changes across all of the archive instances
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98.

Reports

Usage statistics, activity reports, system logs
If out-of-the-box, please define

99.

Customized Reports

The AMS supports creating customized reports based on all fields in the AMS including custom added
fields

100. Print Reports

The AMS supports the ability to print reports

101. Save Reports

The AMS supports the ability to save reports as Excel or PDF documents. If other formats are supported,
please state.

3.3.5 Module 3 –Web Portal for Access/Discovery

#
Requirement
102. Web Portal

Description
The AMS includes a public access web portal for search and navigation by archive staff and the general
public for access to the content.
The Portal will allow access via search and browse in a clean, intuitive, user-friendly manner to archive
staff and the public.
User-based access will be available to archive staff and authorized personnel to access information that is
not available to the public.

103. Multi-lingual

The interface is available in multiple languages, including Hebrew and English. Users may select the
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language by a simple click of a link in the browser. The site is displayed in the correct direction based on
the language chosen RTL or LTR.
The navigation tree will also be displayed in the direction of the Interface language chosen
104. Navigate/ Browse Portal

105. Search Engine

Support browse of the contents of the Portal and individual archives and collections.
Support browse via an active, visual hierarchical tree of all of the levels in the archive.
The tree is functional, such that clicking on any node will open the contents of the node down to the
lowest level.
1. The AMS includes a high-end search engine capable of advanced search capabilities, including the
ability to rapidly search across terabytes of information.
2. Basic Search ( Keyword, Boolean, phrase, search on all included languages).
3. Search within results
4. English and Hebrew search capability
5. Support search on OCR text
Including but not limited to:
-

Full text search
Search on fields
Keyword search
Phrase search
Boolean operators
Logical operators
Lemmatization (morphology) / stemming
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106. Advanced Search Capability

The search functionality in the Web Portal will allow the end-user to:
1. Create search query from keywords and phrases from keywords table
2. Refine search based on hierarchy, type of item, collection, archive
3. Search across all of the data in the AMS, on all levels of hierarchy.
4. Perform keyword search
5. Search on any field or combination of fields
6. Use Boolean operators
7. Search on date ranges
8. Search on Gregorian and Hebrew calendars
9. Search on specific fields, archives
10. Search using keyword lists
11. Include external websites in the search
12. Search using Federated Search (including external catalogs and websites)
13. Perform a fuzzy search
14. Perform a proximity Search
15. Use semantic analysis

107. Search Results

1. Ability for user to sort search results based on selectable parameters (date, name, size, relevancy,
collection, archive, popularity)
2. Ability to customize which fields appear in the search results (permissions based)
3. Highlight hits in search results
4. Search results show hierarchy tree of record. User may navigate in the hierarchy tree.
5. Show number of search results
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6. Display search query with search result
7. Show source
8. Show date
9. Sorting
10. Rank search results according to relevancy
11. Highlight hits in search results
12. Search results clearly indicate hierarchical relationships of records
13. Search result clearly indicates location of record within hierarchy
14. Ability to move up or down in the hierarchy without having to perform new search
108. Save Search Queries

1. Ability to create, edit, e-mail, share, print, and save a search list of items
2. Save/Print/Email search results
3. Share search results via email, social media
User based. Each user can save search queries for future private use, or for use by all other users (public).

109. Integrate with a 3rd Party
Search Engine
110. Web Search engine friendly

The included solution supports integration with Exlibris Primo search engine via web services or API.

111. API / Web Services
Availability

API collections are available to access the AMS data from other platforms and software via API's or Web
Services

112. Supported Browsers and
versions

Al major browsers and browser versions must be supported including Explorer, Chrome, Safari, FireFox,

The database or index of the data is search engine friendly, allowing for access and indexing by Internet
search engines such as Google, Bing, etc…
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Please list all browsers and versions that your web interface currently supports.
113. Digital Content Viewers

Support 3rd party digital viewers and players without the need to install on the client side
(MP3,WAV,JPEG,TIFF,JPEG2K,PDF)

114. Social Media Integration

Support integration with social media platforms (Web 2.0)

115. User Generated Content
(UGC) – Feedback /
Comments

Support and manage interaction with public users including feedback, orders, questions, requests,
comments.
Support these features down to the item/record level
Permissions based –The user may use a single credential to log-in to any archive. Permissions granted on
the system level.

116. User Generated Content
(UGC) – MetaData
Enrichment
(CrowdSourcing)

Support user generated content of additional meta data, tags, OCR correction and other enrichment of the
actual archival descriptions.

117. Orders

End-users can order or reserve items in an archive

118. Display Images

Display thumbnail images and larger high-resolution images

119. Prevent unauthorized use

The AMS contains tools or features that prevent unauthorized copying/downloading of digital material to
unauthorized users.

Permissions based –The user may use a single credential to log-in to any archive. Permissions granted on
the archive level. Each individual archive must approve the user and the level of permission.
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120. Support Mobile Access to
Front-end

The AMS support access to the front-end website via mobile platforms, including Apple and Android
devices.

3.4 Implementation Requirements
#
Item
121. On-site Meetings

122. AMS Implementation

123. AMS Installation

Details
The contractor will be required to meet on-site at the NLI in Israel during the planning and design stages
as often as necessary. Meetings will take place either on-site at the NLI in Jerusalem or at the Contractor's
offices.
The AMS must be implemented by a local integrator based in Israel. (Please describe the process and
methodology for the implementation of the software at the NLI.)
The complete implementation includes a complete implementation of the AMS, including a full import of
their existing catalogs into the AMS of three pre-determined archives.
The installation of the AMS software may be done via remote access to the AMS servers or on-site. Please
describe your installation process and whether it will be done by a 3rd party integrator.

3.5 Post-Implementation Requirements
#
Item
124. Training

Details
1. The Contractor or Integrator will provide on-site training to the Project staff.
2. The Contractor or Integrator will provide on-site training to the archives that will be using the AMS.
These may be consolidated to periodic training seminars for the AMS users.
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125. Support

The Contractor or Integrator will provide all levels of support to the users of the AMS.
1. Help desk support in Hebrew available in Israel
2. Customer support methods and availability (phone hotline, web chat, email, remote support access,
etc…)
3. User manual in Hebrew
4. Customer support forum
5. Please describe how you intend to provide System support for this project for all support levels (Tier 1,
Tier2,Tier 3)
6. Please describe your support escalation tiers and procedures

3.6 Price Proposal
#
Item
126. Price Proposal

Details
1. The price proposal must include the following components: cost of the software, modifications,
licenses, installation, training, support, sample implementation, and annual maintenance. Each
component must be listed separately.
2. The price proposal will include all costs of installation and implementation, including if the
implementation is done by a third-party Integrator.
3. The price proposal will be according to a fixed price.
4. The price proposal must be New Israeli Shekels (NIS) including VAT if relevant
5. End-user access (public access to the information via the Internet) will be unlimited and not license
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based.
6. There will be two types of Archive institution users:
1. Archive institutions that will use the AMS to manage their collections.
2. Archive institutions that will import their catalog data into the AMS only.
127. Cost of Software Platform

Cost of software platform (if relevant)

128. Cost of Licenses

The bidder is requested to submit a pricing proposal for the following:
License based pricing proposal according to one or both of the following options:
1. License per archive institution
2. License per user
for the two following scenarios:
a. For each archive that will use the System as its AMS to manage their archive
b. For each archive that will import its description data into the AMS but will not
use the AMS to manage their archive.

129. Maintenance

Please specify warranty period (if relevant).
The bidder will include a price proposal for the annual cost of support and maintenance.
Additional archives joining the project will be eligible for support and assistance by the
contractor/integrator in all areas necessary for the archive to be fully included in the project.

130. Modifications

Please state the price for the total cost of all modifications that will need to be performed in order to fulfill
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the requirements of this RFP in its entirety.
131. Installation

(if relevant)

132. Training

The bidder will include a price proposal for all training that will be required for both:
1. NLI /Project administrator staff
2. Use of the AMS on the individual archive level – to each participating archive.
The training will include use of the AMS for archive management and export/import of their catalog
from an existing AMS into the Project AMS.
The price for training will be based on a per "day of training" on site and may include multiple archive staff
users from one or more archive institutions

133. Sample Implementation

The Contractor/Integrator will integrate three archive institutions into the AMS as part of the
implementation process. The installation will be considered complete once the three archives have been
added to the AMS.
The three sample archives are:
1. Archive 1 – import catalog from Excel/XML. Connect to images in ExLibris Rosetta.
Approximately 20,000 records, 50,000 scanned images, one staff user. The archive will use the
AMS to manage its own archive.
2. Archive 2. Import catalog from XML. Connect to images in ExLibris Rosetta. Approximately 3000
records, 800,000 scanned images, one staff users. The archive will not use the AMS to manage
its own archive.
3. Archive 3. Import from XML or alternative AMS. Connect to images in ExLibris Rosetta. Number
of records and scanned images TBD. One staff user. The archive will not use the AMS to
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manage its own archive.
NOTE: The three archives that are participating in the sample implementation is subject to change. The NLI
reserves the right to change any or all of the archives in the sample implementation at its sole discretion.

3.7 Previous Experience
134. Please list 5 previous successful implementations of the
product at five separate institutions.
135. Please list the contact information for each of the five
implementations above.
136. Please list any additional references you may wish to
include.
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4 Appendices
4.1.1 Appendix 2 – ISAAR(CPF)
Table of Fields.
See Document ISAAR(CPF)2ed for additional details, explanations and samples.
Required fields are fields that may not be left blank in the system when entering a
new authority record.
5.
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.2.4
5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7
5.2.8
5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.4.4
5.4.5
5.4.6
5.4.7
5.4.8
5.4.9
6.
6.1

ELEMENTS OF AUTHORITY RECORDS
IDENTITY AREA
Type of entity
Authorized form(s) of name
Parallel form(s) of name
Standardized forms of name according to other rules
Other Form(s) of Name
Identifiers for corporate bodies
DESCRIPTION AREA
Dates of
Existence
History
Places
Legal Status
Functions, occupations and activities
Mandates/Sources of authority
Internal structures/Genealogy
General context
RELATIONSHIPS AREA
Names/Identifiers of related corporate bodies, persons or families
Category of relationship
Description of relationship
Dates of the relationship
CONTROL AREA
Authority record identifier
Institution identifiers
Rules and/or conventions
Status
Level of detail
Dates of creation, revision or deletion
Language(s) and script(s)
Sources
Maintenance notes
RELATING CORPORATE BODIES, PERSONS AND FAMILIES TO
ARCHIVAL MATERIALS AND OTHER RESOURCES
Identifiers and titles of related resources
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6.2
6.3
6.4

Types of related resources
Nature of relationships
Dates of related resources and/or relationships
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4.1.2 Appendix 3 – ISAD(G)
The ISAD(G) standard contains 26 elements available for use, but only a subset need
be used in any given description.
The following elements are considered essential for international exchange of
descriptive information:
a. reference code;
b. title;
c. creator;
d. date(s);
e. extent of the unit of description; and
f. level of description.
For a full list of the 26 elements of the ISAD(G) standard plus examples, please see
the ISAD(G) document in the RFP Package.
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